The state-of-the-art object detection pipeline needs a set of object location hypotheses followed by a deep CNN classifier. Previous research on this paradigm, usually extracts features from the same image for the two steps separately, which is time consuming and is hard to optimize. This work shows that the high-level patterns of feature values in deep convolutional feature map contain plenty of useful spatial information and proposes a new deep learning approach to object detection, namely Relief R-CNN (R 2 -CNN). By extracting positions of objects from these high-level patterns, R 2 -CNN generates region proposals and performs deep classification simultaneously using the same forward CNN features, unifying the formerly separated object detection process. In this way, R 2 -CNN does not involve additional information extraction process for region proposal generation, considerably reducing the total computation costs. In addition, a recursive fine-tune technique is also developed for refining coarse proposals. Empirical results showed that our R 2 -CNN had a very high speed and a reasonable detection rate even in the presence of limit on the proposal number, indicating that the region proposals generated by our R 2 -CNN are in excellent quality.
Introduction
The task of object detection aims to classify all the objects in the image and gives each object a bounding box to locate it. Recently developed object detection models [Russakovsky et al., 2014] usually consist of two separated procedures: reduced region hypotheses(region proposals) generation and deep convolutional neural networks(CNN) [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] classification. Performance of these region-based CNNs(R-CNNs) [ highly relies on the quality of region proposals. That makes generating region proposals a popular research topic [Uijlings et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014; Zitnick and Dollár, 2014] .
Region proposals can be generated without any bounding box annotations [Uijlings et al., 2013; Song et al., 2014] . This requires a pipeline that generates a set of reduced classindependent proposals followed by classifying each proposal to a class. In the past few years, deep CNN has been predominantly used for the classification step [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015; Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015] , while the region proposal generation step is still not dominated by any existing method in both speed and accuracy.
There are two categories of approaches for generating reduced set of region proposals based on different utilization of exact feature values from image [Hosang et al., 2015] . 1) grouping methods which focus on combining low-level features in images such like superpixels and edges. 2) window scoring methods that utilizes high-level feature values extracted from images. In R-CNNs pipeline, feature extraction from image for the two approaches are usually separated from feature extraction in classification step. That is a waste of time, given the fact that just the spatial information in features extracted by deep classification is enough, for the two steps in R-CNNs pipeline. In this paper, we show that with the information about how features are arranged in CNN feature maps, a fast and unified object detection approach can achieve with reasonable performance. Intuitively, feature maps share plenty of common characteristics with sculpted reliefs, see Fig. 1 . In sculptural reliefs, the boundaries between the adjacent objects are clearly highlighted by the height differences. This makes the different objects in reliefs immediately distinguishable for human eyes. Similar situation could be observed in feature maps, where the adjacent objects have significantly different feature values on boundaries, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 for example. It is the interrelationship between the feature values on different positions, rather than the isolated values themselves, that carry the spatial information related to object positioning and separation. By bounding the object contours in feature maps, these spatial information can be extracted for generating region proposals. Inspired by this idea originated from sculptural reliefs, we propose a novel method, Relief R-CNN (R 2 -CNN), for object detection. R 2 -CNN contains 3 steps: 1) selecting a convolutional layer in CNN, 2) bounding the objects with searching for significant value difference areas on the feature maps, 3) mapping bounding boxes from convolutional layer back to the original image as the reduced set of region proposals. Specifically when a layer is chosen, for the purpose of efficient computing, an integral feature map is generated from hundreds of feature maps in a layer. Then, all the proposal generating process could just apply on the feature map. An overview of the R 2 -CNN is shown in Fig. 2 .
The main contribution of this work lies in the proposal of a unified feature Interrelationship based object detection model that just rely on one pass of CNN forwarding, and a Recursive Fine-tune technique with utilization of existing Fast R-CNN testing model. R 2 -CNN generates region proposals much more efficiently compare to existing methods, and is much stable in variant IoU thresholds. More importantly, it shows impressive proposal qualities that gains a pretty hight detection rate with only a small number of proposals. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one that directly applies feature interrelationship as spatial information in object detection.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of some related works. Section 3 describes the framework of R 2 -CNN. Section 4 describes recursive finetune for refining proposals. Section 5 shows the results of experiment. Section 6 is the conclusions and future work.
Related work
For commonly used R-CNNs models, there are two main ideas to generate region proposals without bounding box annotation: windows scoring methods and grouping methods.
Grouping methods: grouping means those methods that generate segments which may contain objects from lowlevel features in an image. The low-level features, for example, are the pixel details contained by image itself, or the edge details explored by hand-craft algorithm. Selective search(SS) is a commonly used, high accurate group based region proposal method. By manually designed merge process for grouping, it utilizes the super-pixels for grouping. SS is used in many state-of-the-art object detection models Hosang et al., 2015] , and become the representative of various grouping methods.
Windows scoring methods: these methods use the highlevel features from image such like objectness [Alexe et al., 2010] to judge whether an image window contains an object. A good evaluation metric is critical for these methods. Objectness [Alexe et al., 2012] , a well known method, generates an initial window set by salient locations in an image. Rahtu [Rahtu et al., 2011] , in another way, uses many low level cues to generate boxes. The scoring methods they use are very similar, which utilize multiple image cues to score the initial window set.
Sliding window is the most popular method until recently [Hosang et al., 2015] . It tries to generate all possible windows candidates in an image. This method can guarantee all objects are selected. However to an image with N × N size, the order of magnitude to proposals from sliding window approach is O(N 4 ), which is not possible for nowadays hardware. BING [Cheng et al., 2014] presents a very fast sliding window implementation by only generating proposals with predefined window sizes, also a simple classifier about edges will be trained. However it has very low localization accuracy even if with a very high speed. Edgeboxes [Zitnick and Dollár, 2014 ] also uses limited sliding windows like Bing to generate candidate windows, followed by object boundary estimation and some fine-tune techniques. Edgeboxes is pretty quick and do not need parameter learning, but it needs to tune some hyper-parameters to fit different situation like IoU threshold(see in section 5.2). Considering the huge details an image could have, grouping methods can usually get a higher accuracy than windows scoring methods. Whereas windows scoring methods are usually much quicker.
Recently, using features in CNN to help locating objects has also been studied [Dai et al., 2015; Ghodrati et al., 2015] , but they are either using bounding box annotation for extra training or focusing on exact feature values. These methods uses feature map as some noiseless filtered image and perform the similar proposal generating procedures used in raw image. Instead, R 2 -CNN does not need bounding box annotations for extra training except the pretrained Fast R-CNN with box regressor for fine-tuning, and use a proposal generating method which is more suitable for feature maps. More importantly, by focusing on the position of the features, R 2 -CNN only need to extract features from an image once.
Region Proposals From Relief Impression
In this section we present the details of our R 2 -CNN. A brief overview is shown in Fig. 2 and the pseudo code of algorithm is shown in Algorithm1.
Basic idea
Observations [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014; Simonyan et al., 2013; A.Dosovitskiy et al., 2015; Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2015] on CNN convolutional feature maps have shown that, the features in a feature map are arranged as their positions extracted from the source image, and the high value features are correlated with the key parts of objects. This is similar to a relief of an image: the background is filtered away, the key parts of the vision are portrayed on the map, the objects are distinguished by significant value differences on boundaries(see Fig. 1 ).
When looking at a sculpted relief, human eye can naturally ignore the background noise because the background has a lower height than other objects over the surface. Whereas the obvious objects on the relief have significant heights to their neighbors. Therefore, when watching a sculptural relief by human eyes, one first notices the parts on the surface that have significant heights over nearby parts, and then recognizes the objects be composed of these obvious parts. This pattern reveals how to locate objects in feature maps.
By searching the regions in feature maps with significant value differences on boundaries, we can get the key parts of objects, and locate the objects in source images. This procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Method
The framework of R 2 -CNN consists of these steps: 1) selecting a convolutional layer in deep CNN; 2) generating an integral feature map from the layer; 3) In the generated integral feature map, features are hierarchically grouped into several sub maps according to their value differences; 4) In each sub map, box candidates for big objects and small objects are selected; 5) mapping the box candidates back to source image and applying local search to their width and height, then the box candidates become result region proposals.
Choosing Convolutional Layer: According to [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014] , higher convolutional layers are more abstract which means they contain less contour and location details but more integrated concept information. Hence a low level convolutional layer should be chosen for more spatial information from feature maps.
Integral Feature Map: In each of deep CNN's layer, there are hundreds of feature maps, if we process each feature map once, it will be very costly. Furthermore, not all the feature maps focus on the information about objects, it will be meaningless to extract region proposals from such feature maps. Therefore some tricks is needed to filter out the noise among feature maps and reduce the number of feature maps for proposals generating.
This target can be accomplished by generating an integral feature map: firstly, each feature map is normalized by dividing all its values by the maximal one; secondly, the normalized feature maps are combined to generate an integral feature map. This synthetic feature map will be used for generating region proposals instead of all the feature maps.
Feature Map Hierarchy: It needs a criterion to decide which features should be used to generate region proposals. Since there is no guarantee that the value range of each feature map is the same and people could not understand the meaning of features in feature maps. The definition of "high" should not depend on any fixed values. Here a value-independent feature selection approach is introduced: Feature Selection from Hierarchical Sub Feature Maps. the numerical value range of a feature map could be separated into several subranges, features in the same subrange could be grouped as a sub feature map. In this way, a feature map is hierarchically divided into several sub feature maps. A comprehensive understanding is shown in Fig. 3 . Big Boxes Extracting: In each hierarchical sub feature map of an integral feature map, a bounding box that just cover all the features in the sub map is generated, in the case that an object be made up of these features. This is called Big Boxes Extracting.
Small Boxes Extracting: Briefly speaking, proposals for small objects are extracted by just bounding the linked features in a hierarchical sub feature maps. In contrast to big objects extraction, small objects are usually just a cluster of features in a hierarchical sub feature map. As the visualization in Fig. 3 , there are many clusters of point in the selected out sub map that maps to small cows in the source image. Bounding box for such small objects can be generated by exactly filtering the point clusters out of hierarchical sub feature maps. Observation shows the features in same the cluster are mostly linked together in small feature map size(27 × 27 in our experiments).
Contrary to intuition, this may not suitable for the typical clustering tasks. Traditional clustering algorithms [Ester et al., 1996] just consider about the distance of points while ignoring the contours of object where points belong to.
Local Search: Convolutional features from source image are not produced by densely sampling. As a result, bounding boxes are quite coarse after mapping from convolutional layers to source image. Local Search in width and height is applied to tackle this problem. For each region proposal, local search algorithm needs two scale ratios α and β. Then, generating 4 more proposals for the proposal by scaling its width and height by α and β. In experiments, α is fixed to 0.8 and β is fixed to 1.5. The Local Search can give 3.6% improvement in detection performance.
Proposals Refinement
Region proposals generated without bounding box annotation need refinement to achieve a better performance. The refinement happens in two steps: after proposal generating [Zitnick and Dollár, 2014] and in object detection testing . Our R 2 -CNN focus on fine-tune in testing step.
Recursive testing
Commonly used bounding box refinement technique is the bounding box regressor in R-CNNs pipeline . This style use a trained regressor to fine-tune input proposals. The refinement process can be treat as an optimization function Regressor(S), S is the overlap state between input proposals and ground truth bounding boxes. Then the output S out = Regressor(S) is the overlap state of refined proposals and ground truth bounding boxes.
The commonly used way is directly using the S out as the predicted object bounding box of the Fast R-CNN. However this does not provide any feedbacks to verify whether the result state is the optimal, which from the control system point of view, is not a stable optimization process. Therefore we developed a close-loop bounding box regressor, namely the Recursive Fine-tune step. By linking the S out as the input of Regressor(S) again, we make the refinement step more powerful. Algorithm description is in Algorithm2.
Algorithm 2 Recursive Fine-tune in Testing
Require: Pre-trained Fast R-CNN Input: Input Region Proposals P From R 2 -CNN 1: ROI Layer(where proposals are loading) is Achieved 2: while Confidence of Refined Proposals Still Increasing do 3:
P ← Regressor(P ) 4: end while 5: P is The Predicted Bounding Boxes Experiments in section 5.3 verify that using recursive finetune in testing can improve the performance.
Experiments

Experiment Settings
In this section, we compare our R 2 -CNN with the state-ofthe-art Selective Search, and some typical windows based object detection methods we discussed in section 2. The detection performance was tested on PASCAL VOC 2007 [Everingham et al., 2014] based on Fast R-CNN .
In our experiments, Fast R-CNN is based on CaffeNet which is the Caffe implementation version of AlexNet. For easy Implementation, we use an individual CaffeNet to do proposals extracting, not exactly as in Fig.  1 where the CaffeNet for feature extracting is combined in the Fast R-CNN. Furthermore, for the purpose of controlling variable, the Fast R-CNN is the pre-trained version from . Hence the Fast R-CNN model had only been trained for SS , which be regard as the baseline in the experiments. All the deep neural networks had run on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU card.
In section 5.2 we use the generated region proposals for comparison approaches and the evaluation code deployed by [Hosang et al., 2014; Hosang et al., 2015] , but this is just for the purpose of saving time, since the overall experiment settings for comparison methods are the same as [Hosang et al., 2015] .
For R 2 -CNN in the experiment, considering the trade-off between performance and speed, the number of recursive loops was set to 10 and the number of hierarchical sub feature maps divided from the integral feature map is 10. The integral feature map is uniformly separate into sub maps. Table 1 has shown the detection performance among R 2 -CNN and other state-of-the-art methods. All the methods in table 1 do not require bounding box annotations.
Comparison Detection performance
The empirical results reveal that the R 2 -CNN outperforms other methods considering the trade-off of time and proposal numbers. The fast version R 2 -CNN 1 in table 1 was the fastest method. R 2 -CNN 1 could process an image in 0.03s with an detection mAP better than BING. The more accurate version R 2 -CNN, could achieve a very competitive detection performance compare to state-of-the-art SS and EdgeBoxes, and still get a very high speed approximate to BING. Furthermore, either version of R 2 -CNN generated the smallest proposal numbers.
It should be noticed that, the evaluation of runtime in table 1 did not include detection time in Fast R-CNN. Because it should keep the same settings as [Hosang et al., 2015] where the comparison runtime data in table 1 we get. Hence the feature extraction time for "R 2 -CNN 1 " was not included, as R 2 -CNN directly use the convolutional features in Fast R-CNN to generate region proposals. Particularly, if the feature extraction in Fast R-CNN is included, the average time is 0.045 seconds per image for "R 2 -CNN 1 ", which is still the faster method in table 1. For "R 2 -CNN" in table 1, its time included the recursive fine-tune step, but excluded the last loop which produced the detection results.
Proposal quality
To evaluate the quality of proposals, two commonly used evaluation metrics [Hosang et al., 2015] are adopted. 1) one is the curve of Recall-to-Proposals under different IoU thresholds. This metric can reveal that to a certain proposal count how many objects can be recalled. Recall is a well known evaluation, for analyzing how many ground truth objects are found.
2) The other evaluation metric is Recall-to-IoU curve.
IoU is intersection over union, a evaluation criterion to measure how similar two boxes are. If we have a box p and another box g, IoU of p and g is calculated as IoU (p, g) = p g p g , a higher IoU (p, g) means more similar. Hence in object detection task, if we have a proposal p , a ground truth box g and threshold β, the object of g could be regarded as accurately recalled only when IoU (p , g ) > β. Fig. 4 contains our Recall-to-Proposals curves. It could be found that R 2 -CNN was more stable under different IoU thresholds compare to other windows based methods.
Bing and Objectness only performed well under the IoU threshold 0.50. EdgeBoxes, in IoU threshold 0.50, performed worse than R 2 -CNN when proposal number was less than 400. In IoU 0.70 and 0.80, R 2 -CNN was better than EdgeBoxes when proposal number was less than 200, after that EdgeBoxes became better. However, the difference between EdgeBoxes and other methods suddenly became larger in IoU threshold 0.7 compare to IoU threshold 0.5 and 0.8. R 2 -CNN performed much stable than these windows based method, the differences between R 2 -CNN and other methods were continually decreasing as IoU threshold became larger. For SS, it performs as stable as R 2 -CNN, but R 2 -CNN always got better recall when proposals number was less than about 300 proposals in all the IoU thresholds we evaluated. In summary, on the average recall curve we could find that, R 2 -CNN performed better than other methods while the proposal count was less then about 300. Fig. 5 is Recall-to-Iou curves, it could be found that R 2 -CNN had nearly dominated other methods in the situation of 100 proposals, but in the situation of 400 proposals, it was better then EdgeBoxes in low IoU threshold situation, surpassed by SS in high IoU threshold situation and still dominating other windows based method we had evaluated.
It should be noticed that R 2 -CNN can not not control the number of proposals, but it get the best result in hundreds of proposals as others need thousands.
The experiments in this section have shown that R 2 -CNN can get a very good performance in limit proposals situation with a high speed.
Component Evaluation
Feature interrelationship keeps location information: In table 2 we changed the feature layer where we had gotten the region proposals. It could be seen that as the layer went higher the mAP become smaller. This is consistent with the observations in [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014; Mahendran and Vedaldi, 2015] , where higher convolutional layer keeps less location information. One can see that the performance of conv3 and conv4 were the same. This is because R 2 -CNN focuses on the arrangement of the features, not the feature value. The conv3 and conv4, are the same feature map size (Fig. 2) , and the convolutional operation does not lose too much spatial information. However pooling operation will lose plenty of location information. Thats why pool1 performed better than pool2, even if them had the same feature map size. This experiment shows that the best choice is extracting region proposals from pool1. In table 3, basic methods include pipeline of Integral Feature Map generation, Big/Small boxes extraction and Local Search. Some proposals had been abandoned in refining process because they did not bounding the objects. The results shows that the recursive fine-tune is really helpful to R 2 -CNN.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a unified object detection model called Relief R-CNN(R 2 -CNN), which is based on the similarity between convolutional feature maps and sculpted reliefs. By directly extracting region proposals from convolutional feature interrelationship, R 2 -CNN reduces the computation cost by extracting features from an image only with once CNN forwarding. Empirical study demonstrates that the R 2 -CNN is faster than previous works with generating fewer region proposals. The results of experiment also reveal a new thinking that information is not only presented as features but also the organization of features in deep CNN.
For future work, it is worth to retrain the Fast R-CNN part by the proposals generated from R 2 -CNN, for the purpose of getting a more suitable detector. It is also very meaningful to apply R 2 -CNN model to various deep CNN models and different object detection datasets for further investigations of its performance.
